You can have the next best thing to a photographic memory.
… Put your whole brain on Speed Dial!

Corporate magician and speaker Joe M. Turner has performed at the world-famous Magic Castle in Hollywood, at Monday Night Magic in New York, at the Tropicana in Atlantic City, and for hundreds of corporate, civic, and private events nationwide.

Now Joe lets your group in on a powerful, centuries-old technique that you can use to instantly improve your ability to remember the information you need.

In “Memory Mojo! – Put Your Brain on Speed Dial!” Joe demonstrates and teaches mnemonic memory systems which make it easy for you to remember lists, numbers, dates and appointments, names and faces, and even remember where you parked at the mall or at the airport!

The standard presentation is designed as a two-hour talk with practice exercises to be done as a group, but can be shortened or expanded. Everyone leaves with a new and practical skill that they can put to work instantly. In addition to enhanced memory skills, your group also benefits from increased confidence and higher productivity.

Call today to check availability and pricing.